Abstract. One of the most important invariants in singularity theory is the Hodge spectrum. Calculating the Hodge spectrum is a difficult task and formulas exist for only a few cases. In this article the main result is the formula for reduced hyperplane arrangements in four variables.
Introduction
The spectrum Sp(f ) of the germ of a hypersurface singularity f : (C n , 0) →
(C, 0) is a fractional Laurent polynomial
Sp(f ) = α∈Q n f,α t α with n f,α ∈ Z which is defined from the Hodge filtration and the monodromy on the cohomology of the Milnor fiber of f (see Section 2.1).
The spectra of generic hyperplane arrangements are known for α ∈ Z (see [14]-5.6) . If the hyperplane arrangement germ is reduced with n = 2, it is easy to calculate. In [1] , the reduced hyperplane arrangement case with n = 3 is calculated and the case of n = 4 is partially calculated. Here we give a full formula for the n = 4 case. Beside the case of quasi-ordinary hypersurfaces (see [12] ), to our knowledge, this is the only other case of a complete Hodge spectrum computation for a large class of hypersurface singularities with the dimension of singular locus bigger than 1 in which we cannot use the Thom-Sebastiani formula.
We may assume f is central (i.e. f has only linear forms as factors) since the spectrum Sp(f ) is defined locally. Otherwise n f,α = 0. Here the functions η 0,i and η 1,i for each i are defined as
where the set S (k) is the set of the codimension k edges in S. The notations ⌊·⌋ and ⌈·⌉ mean floor and ceiling respectively. Also, δ 0,i = 1 if 0 = i and 0 otherwise.
In this paper, we will follow the convention,
k ∈ N and any t. For the definitions of edge and dense edge see Section 3. In this theorem, S can be replaced by any set of edges containing all the dense edges with codimension ≥ 2 (see Section 4.5). In [1] , the formula for n f,
had been proved in the setting that S is the set of edges in the non normal crossing singular locus of f (see Section 3).
If f is not essential (i.e. f is a function of fewer variables for a possibly different choice of coordinates), we can apply the Thom-Sebastiani formula (see [11] -II (8.10.6)) and recover the formulas for n = 3 and n = 2. we have the following formulas for i ∈ {1, · · · , d}:
Otherwise n f,α = 0.
This had been proved in [1] . 
For the generic hyperplane arrangements in the n = 4 case, we do not have codimension 2 and 3 dense edges. Thus, we get the following result. 2. Spectrum 2.1. Milnor fiber and Hodge spectrum. Let f : (C n , 0) → (C, 0) be the germ of a non-zero holomorphic function. Then the Milnor fiber M f,0 is defined as M f,0 = {z ∈ C n ||z| < ǫ and f (z) = t} for 0 < |t| ≪ ǫ ≪ 1.
The cohomology groups H * (M f , C) carry canonical mixed Hodge structures such that the semi-simple part T s of the monodromy acts as an automorphism of finite order of these mixed Hodge structures (see [13] -12.1.3). The eigenvalues λ of the monodromy action on H * (M f , C) are roots of unity. We define the spectrum multiplicity of f at α ∈ Q to be
with p = ⌊n − α⌋, λ = exp(−2πiα), whereH j (M f,0 , C) λ is the λ-eigenspace of the reduced cohomology under T s and F is the Hodge filtration. It is known that n f,α = 0 for α ∈ (0, n) (see [2] ). The
Hodge spectrum of the germ f is the fractional Laurent polynomial Note that the formula holds only on α ∈ (0, n) by [2] .
2.2.
where ⌊·⌋ is floor.
Using Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch, we can calculate n f,α .
where ch(E i,p ) is the Chern character of E i,p and td(Ỹ ) is the Todd class of the tangent bundle TỸ .
Now we use the intersection theory to calculate ch(E i,p ) and td(T X). We will denote c(X) := c(T X), ch(X) := ch(T X), and td(X) := td(T X) for the tangent bundle T X of a variety X.
Calculation from intersection theory. Let
Thus, we have
Chern classes calculate the Chern character and Todd classes. For a given vector bundle E of rank r, the following is well known (see [10] 
and (5) td
Hence, we need to calculate c(∧ p A) to get ch(∧ p A). It can be calculated from the following formula. Let A have rank r and write the Chern polynomial c t (A) = r i=1 (1 + x i t) where x i are formal symbols. Then we have
We have the following short exact
This induces
Summarizing this section we should constructỸ explicitly to calculate n f,α in the homogeneous cases.
Spectrum of Hyperplane arrangements
Let D be a hyperplane arrangement defined by f : 
Each element in this set is called an edge.
An edge is dense if the subarrangement of hyperplanes containing it is indecomposable (see the definition of decomposable in the introduction). Let S(D) dense be the set of dense edges. Set
Let D nnc ⊂ D denote the complement of the subset consisting of normal crossing singularities. Set
For a set S of edges, let
Notice that S(D) nnc includes S(D) dense≥2 and they coincide at codimension 2.
3.1. Construction ofỸ . We constructỸ using successive blow-ups (see [1] -2 and
subspace of Y will be denoted by P(V ). Let S be any of S(D), S(D) dense , and
There is a sequence of blow-ups
whose center is the disjoint union of the proper transforms of P(V ) for V ∈ S with dim P(V ) = i. SetỸ = Y n−2 with ρ :Ỹ → Y the composition of the ρ i . This is the canonical log resolution of (P n−1 , Z) from [7] -4 where Z is the divisor defined by f .
Note that S = S(D)
dense gives the minimal log resolution (see [3] -2) but is not
3 (see also [7] -5) the cohomology ring ofỸ is described as
, where e V are independent variables for V ∈ S and E 0 is the total transform of a general hyperplane which was denoted byH. Moreover, the ideal I S is generated by
The stability of S(D) nnc under intersection was used in [1] to get (8) from [7] by observing that the nested condition from [7] always becomes linearly ordered by the inclusion relation. From now we use e V and e 0 for [
3.3. Calculation of c(Ỹ ).Ỹ was constructed by the successive blow-ups. By [5] (see also [10] -Example 15.4.2), we have a formula for the Chern class ofỸ ,
3.4. Duality onỸ . Let U be a divisor onỸ . u := [U] can be written as u =
and consider a function µ p :
Serre duality, we get the following property. 
Then we have the following for
Proof. By Serre duality we have
be the element corresponding toZ red . From this duality we have the following 
Plugging into (10) we have
This equality means
Proof of Theorem 1.1
Recall that e V and e 0 are the generators of H • (Ỹ , Q). Let a V , b W and c denote the e V for V ∈ S (2) , e W for W ∈ S (3) and e 0 respectively (see 3.2). 
From relations (11) we get: 
, it is enough to change the signs of all the generators in the formula above for the calculation of c(Ω
From equation (6), we have
where d l (l ∈ Λ) correspond to the strict transform of an irreducible component D l of
We calculate each factor of the Chern classes above, namely c(Ỹ ), c(Ω (logZ)) using the relations (11):
where m V = V ⊂D l 1 and m W = W ⊂D l 1. We need to do some combinatorics for l∈Λ
From these factors we give formulas for the Chern classes:
Calculation of the Chern character of line bundle. Let U be a divisor oñ

Y . Then its class u := [U] can be written as
by formula (4). Here we used (12) to simplify the calculation. Multiplying all these we get the following, using (12) to simplify the calculation:
, and
and substituting d − i for i for α ∈ (0, 2], we get the formula in Theorem 1.1 for
Remark 4.1. Here we calculated all the µ p without using Proposition 3.1. We can and did use Proposition 3.1 to double-check the formulas for µ p . In other words, we can get the formulas for n f,4− First of all, the edges in S (1) are not used in our formula. If an edge V ∈ S (2) is not dense the terms in η 0,i ( u V V ∈S ) and the terms in 
If V ∈ S (2) in η 0,i,W and η 1,i,W (i.e. V ⊃ W ) is not dense, the terms depending on V vanish since m V = 2. Thus, we may assume that V ∈ S (2) 
For any formula for n f,α in Theorem 1.1 we have
we have only two possibilities for each formula for
Both cases make η 0,i,W = 0 and η 1,i,W = 0.
Hence, only the terms depending on dense edges can survive. This proves Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Corollaries
We need the Thom-Sebastiani formula for Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3. Hyperplane arrangements have non-isolated singularities but the formula still holds in our case (see [11] -II (8.10.6)). Here we state a special case.
). We will calculate Sp(g). First, we assume that
The hyperplane arrangement g has only one codimension 3 dense edge
Using Theorem 1.1 we get a formula for n g,α .
When S (3) = ∅, S (2) has only one element, V , or no elements. In the case that
The calculation from Theorem 1.1 for both cases coincides with the calculation from the formula above. If S (2) = ∅, the hyperplane arrangement is a generic case with 1 ≤ d ≤ 3 which also satisfies the formula above.
The set S (2) has a one-to-one correspondence to the set S of codimension 2 dense edges of f . This proves Corollary 1.2 by Lemma 5.1.
5.2.
Proof of Corollary 1.
). We will calculate Sp(h). The hyperplane arrangement h has no codimension 3 dense edge. First, we assume that S (2) = ∅. The hyperplane arrangement h has only one codimension 2 dense edge V = {x 1 = x 2 = 0}. More- (u W∞ − i + 1) u V 2 + δ 0,i and
We calculate n f,α for α ∈ ( The result satisfies Corollary 1.6. Thus, we assume that s 1 > 2 and s 2 > 2. We have only two dense edges in S (2) , V 1 = {x 1 = x 2 = 0} and V 2 = {x 3 = x 4 = 0}.
Their multiplicity m V 1 and m V 2 are s 1 and s 2 respectively. Notice that S (3) = ∅.
Applying Theorem 1.1 to these we get,
